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第六讲：粒子物理学中的自旋极化
的应用特例

Test CP symmetry in hyper decays
at BESIII
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Beijing Electron Positron Collider (BEPC)
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BESIII data sets

2009

2012

2017-2019
8737.3 Million

1086.9 Million223.7 Million

Total  10.047 billion decays we have

The analysis based on  
2009+2012 data: 

1.31 billion decays



• Probing of spin degree freedom
Test the dynamic of SM and low energy hadron interaction
Existant exp. :  RHIC, Jlab, GRAAL, CERN and DESY
Spin observable, spin-dependent structure function and 
parton distribution
Spin crisis at eighties

• BEPCII/BESIII, unpolarized beam,  inaccessible 
polarization of final state by BESIII

 Polarized beam for post-BEPCII options,  CPV in tau decay, 
Hyperon weak decay,……  

 Useful tool:  transverse polarization of hyperon, 
spontaneous production at  collision  

 decay plays important role in particle physics
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Role of polarization physics



Classic paper
Phys. Rev. D34, 833 (1986) 
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C- and P- transformation
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If CP invariance: 

   

CP odd observable:

in CKM mechanism



Phys. Rev. Lett. 24, 843 (1970) Phys. Rev. Lett. 24, 165 (1970) 

ancient history

Phys. Rev. 184, 1663 (1969) 
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Previous Measurements
2018 PDG list



Previous Measurements
2018 PDG list
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Hyperon decay parameters @ BESIII

Event selection:  

 No PID request for charged tracks
 reconstructed with second vertex fit
 Events reconstructed with kinematic fit
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Hyperon decay parameters @ BESIII

T0:  angular distribution of 
T3, T4, transverse polarization

T1, T2, T5:  spin correlation

G. Faldt and A. Kupsc
PLB,772, 16 (2017)
EPJA, 52, 141 (2016)
EPJA, 51, 74 (2015).



1.3 billion J/y events 420,593 events selected

47,009 events selected
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Results of simultaneous fit to two data sets

42.4 0.6 ( ) 0.5 ( .)sta sys     
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Systematic uncertainties

• Challenge to estimate detector asymmetry in 
tracking,  and kinematic fit

• Systematic uncertainties well controlled
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• Justify  results with 
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BESIII,  arXiv: 1808.08917,
Nature Phys. 15 (2019) 631-634

BESIII: 0.750 BESIII: 2
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Quick response from PDG2019
2019 PDG list
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Where does the TP come from?
 From the beam ?

No, BEPC beams unpolarized
 From the natural polarization when circulating in the 

BEPCII storage ring ?
Sokolov-Ternov effects: 4.3 hs @ peak,  but beam lifetime ~ 2.0 hs

 From the spin transfer ?
 Yes,  it does from the tensor polarization

𝑱/𝝍

 

polarization:  

transverse polarization: 

 

manifest  if  



CPV observables in X decay
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 Strong phase 
cancels out
 measures the strong 
phase

 in this case, the strong phase 
(s= dS-dP) is measureable 
(see below)

decay 
asymmetry
difference

final-state 
polarizati
on
difference

decay rate
difference

  final states are purely Ispin=1, only 
I=1/2 transitions

allowed, no I=3/2 transition possible  

big advantage
for X over 

G
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G
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优点:

• polarizations are 
measureable via their parity-
violating p- (p+) decays;

• b and b0 parameters can be 
determined.

• Preliminary results indicate 
that the  Xs are even more 
polarized than the s.

缺点：

complicated topology: 9-dimensions

72 terms, 8 parameters to determine

Low rate compared to 
1.3B J/y:  420K evts

61K X(-) X(-)

CPV with +c.c.



S+?

0≈1  S-wave ≈ P-wave 
interference is maximum
well suited for 0+0/0-0_ _

50 year-old measurements,
probably wrong for the same reason
the  measurements were wrong 

No measurements of 0 or 

G(p0) ≈ G(n+) to ~10% T3/2 ≈ 5% T1/2
G will be suppressed

PDG 2018 S=Q limit is not severe,
BESIII can probably improve on this
by a large factor

_



Harris et al., 0 parameter in S+p0 decays

+ p K+ S+

0=-
0.98±0.05

Phys. Rev. Lett. 24, 165 (1970) 

observed-expected
range of the proton

exit-entry time
in the H2O tank

Fred 
Harris
PhD 
Thesis

Fred used thin (1 cm-thick) carbon plates. Thus, 
according to Tajima-san’s hypothesis, his analyzing 

powers were more reliable



S?

0≈0  1 partial wave dominates
interference is small not
well suited for ++/ +
measurements

no measurements of 

single dominant decay mode
no suitable for G measurements

40~50 year-old measurements,
probably wrong for the same reason
the  measurements were wrong 



≈0  1 partial wave dominates 
all modes

interference is small, not well 
suited

for  + / measurements

G(X0-) =(2.74 + 0.15) x G(X0) 
I=1/2 rule expectation: ≈ 2 :  T3/2
≈ 0.15  T1/2
G will be enhanced (compared to 
s)

_ _
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sensitivity is 
reduced but

only by a factor of 
~0.7

this s=d3/2-d1/2

BESIII should check all these measurements



EPR paradox test using 
charmonium decays



Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) 
paradox

• EPR paradox[1] (1935) initiated an intense 
discussion on the philosophical foundations
of quantum mechanics.

• Physics quantity   corresponding to 
“element of reality”  can be predicted 

without any uncertainty.
• A given example:  two particle system with sum of 

momentum and position difference 

• They concluded: the premises of “element of reality” 
is wrong or Q.M. is incomplete.  

27Ref.[1] . Einstein, A; B Podolsky and N. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 47, 10 (1935), “Can Quantum-
Mechanical description of Physical Reality be considered Complete?”  



Local hidden variable theory (LHVT)

• Local hidden variable theory: 
A spin singlet formed by two spin-1/2 particles  

. In Q.M.

• In LHVT,  
probability describing correlation between them 
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Bohm
Spin
setup



BELL inequality(BI)

• BELL inequality 
(J.S. Bell, Physics, 1, 195(1964) ):

• BI developed many variants, and tested in optics 
and high energy physics. 
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Cartoon of 
Berltmann’s socks
by Bell (1980)



Test BI in charmonium decays
•

• Q.M.:    

• In LHVT
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Test BI in decays
N.A. Tornqvist,  Foundation of Physics, 11, 171(1981)
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BI: 



Test BI in decays

优点： 10billion events provides about 3.3 million exclusive 
events, and accuracy for was measured up to a few 
percentage . 

缺点： D-wave between the introduce a factor to 
suppress the slope of the proton angular distribution



Summary

• Let us summarize what we have learned ……


